Encoding Data Using Biological Principles: The Multisample Variant Format for Phylogenomics and Population Genomics.
Rapid progress in the fields of phylogenomics and population genomics has driven increases in both the size of multi-genomic datasets and the number and complexity of genome-wide analyses. We present the Multisample Variant Format, specifically designed to store multiple sequence alignments for phylogenomics and population genomic analysis. The signature feature of MVF is a distinctive encoding of aligned sites with specific biological information content (e.g., invariant, low-coverage). This biological pattern-based encoding of sequence data allows for rapid filtering and quality control of data and speeds up computation for many analyses. Similar to other modern formats, MVF has a simple data structure and flexible header structure to accommodate project metadata, allowing to also serve as an effective data publication and sharing format. We also propose several variants of the MVF format to accommodate protein and codon alignments, quality scores, and a mix of de novo and reference-aligned data. Using the MVFtools package, MVF files can be converted from other common sequence formats. MVFtools completes tasks ranging from simple transformation and filtering operations to complex genome-wide visualizations in only a few minutes, even on large datasets. In addition to presentation of MVF and MVFtools, we also discuss the application both in MVF and other existing data formats of the broader concept of using biological principles and patterns to inform sequence data encoding.